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6

Abstract7

The Arial data contains date periodically observed with parameters of texture (min, max),8

flora, and density (min, max). The proposed Arial prediction system cluster and analyze,9

three input features that is average texture, flora, average density according to number of days10

to predict Arial for Surveillance applications. The proposed system realizes the k-means11

clustering algorithm for grouping similar features based on user intended period, further the12

system analyze using PCA (Principal Component Analysis) on same data.13

14

Index terms— Data mining, Arial data, cluster algorithm, Principal Component Analysis.15

1 INTRODUCTION16

he Arial data contains date periodically observed with parameters of texture (min, max), flora, and density (min,17
max). The amount of data kept in computer files and databases is growing at a phenomenal rate. At the same18
time, the users of these data are expecting more sophisticated information from them. For example a marketing19
manager is no longer satisfied with a simple listing of marketing contacts, but wants detailed information about20
customers past purchases as well as predictions of future purchases. Simple structured/query language queries21
are not adequate to support these increased demands for information. Data mining steps in to solve these22
needs. Data mining is often defined as finding hidden information in a database. Data mining involves the use23
of sophisticated data analysis tools to discover previously unknown, valid patterns and relationships in large24
data sets. These tools can include statistical models, mathematical algorithms, and machine learning methods.25
Consequently, data mining consists of more than collecting and managing data, it also includes analysis and26
prediction. Data mining can be performed on data represented in quantitative, textual, or multimedia forms.27
Data mining applications can use a variety of parameters to examine the data. They include association, sequence28
or path analysis, classification, clustering, and forecasting. This paper deals with implementation of an automated29
Arial prediction system for agriculture applications using data mining tools such as clustering (k-means algorithm)30
and Principle Component Analysis (PCA). For making accurate decision on large observation is an important31
factor, but with increasing information the clustering algorithm faces various limitations/problems. Among them32
current clustering techniques do not address all the requirements adequately (and concurrently). Dealing with33
large number of dimensions and large number of data items can be problematic because of time complexity. The34
effectiveness of the method depends on the definition of ”distance” (for distance-based clustering). If an obvious35
distance measure doesn’t exist we must ”define” it, which is not always easy, especially in multi-dimensional36
spaces. The result of the clustering algorithm (that in many cases can be arbitrary itself) can be interpreted in37
different ways. The main objective of this paper is to develop an accurate and efficient Arial prediction system38
for agriculture applications using data mining tools such as clustering (k-means algorithm) and PCA.39

2 II.40

3 DATA CLUSTERING41

Clustering is a divided number of groups of similar data objects. Each group called cluster, consists of objects that42
are similar between themselves and dissimilar to objects of other groups. Representing the data by fewer clusters43
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necessarily loses certain fine details, but achieves simplification. It models data by its clusters. Data modeling puts44
clustering in a historical perspective rooted in numerical analysis, mathematics and statistics. From a machine45
learning perspective clusters correspond to hidden patterns, the search for clusters is unsupervised learning,46
and the resulting system represents a data concept. In practical perspective clustering plays an outstanding47
performance in data mining applications such as, computational biology ,information retrieval and text mining,48
scientific data exploration ,marketing, medical diagnostics, spatial database applications, and Web Clustering is49
the subject of active research in several fields such as statistics, pattern recognition, data mining, grouping and50
decision making, pattern classification, bio informatics and machine learning. A very important characteristic of51
most of these application domains is that the size of the data involved is very large. So, clustering algorithms52
used in these application areas should be able to handle large data sets of sizes ranging from gigabytes to53
terabytes and even pica bytes. Typically, clustering algorithms paper on pattern matrices, where each row of the54
matrix corresponds to a distinct pattern and each column corresponds to a feature. Most of the early paper on55
clustering dealt with the problem of grouping small data sets, where the benchmark data sets used to demonstrate56
the performance of the clustering algorithms were having a few hundreds of patterns and a few tens of features.57
Fisher’s Iris data is one of the most frequently used benchmark data sets. This data has three classes, where each58
class has 50 patterns and each pattern is represented using four features. However, several real-world problems59
of current interest are very large in terms of the pattern matrices involved. For example, in data mining and web60
mining the number of patterns is typically very large, whereas in clustering biological sequences, the number of61
features involved is very large. Cluster analysis is a way to examine similarities and dissimilarities of observations62
or objects. Data often fall naturally into groups, or clusters, of observations, where the characteristics of objects63
in the same cluster are similar and the characteristics of objects in different clusters are dissimilar. In one of the64
earliest books on data clustering, Underberg defines cluster analysis as a task, which aims to finding of natural65
groups from a data set, when little or nothing is known about the category structure. Bailey, who surveys the66
methodology from the sociological perspective, defines that cluster analysis seeks to divide a set of objects into67
a small number of relatively homogeneous groups on the basis of their similarity over N variables. N is the total68
number of variables in this case.69

4 III.70

5 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE71

The Arial prediction system architecture is shown in figure 2.The overall system design consists of Input (Arial72
Data), modified input, Feature selection, Clustering Using k-means on Selected Feature And PCA on Selected73
Feature.74

Output: Clustering is a division of data into groups of similar objects. Each group called cluster, consists75
of objects that are similar between themselves and dissimilar to objects of other groups. K-means is a typical76
unsupervised learning clustering algorithm. It partitions a set of data into k clusters. However, it assumes that77
k is known in advance. Following is the summary of the algorithm:78

1. Put K points into the representation of space by the objects that are being clustered. These points represent79
group Centroids.80

2. Allocated each object to the group that has the closest centroids 3. When all objects have been allocated,81
again calculation of the positions of the K centroids. 4. Repeating of Steps 2 and 3 up to the centroids no longer82
move. This produces a separation of the objects into number of groups from which the metric to be minimized83
can be calculated. The papering flow of ”clustering using k-means on selected data” is explained by flowchart84
shown in figure 3. Start the procedure, next accept starting period, ending period data from user, and accept85
k value from user. Accept clustering data option, 4) Average Texture 5) Flora 6) Average Density Cluster Arial86
data using k-means algorithm on selected feature (between starting and ending period days). If select 4 as our87
option than average Texture data is cluster, if select 5 than rain, if select 6 than average density data is cluster88
using k-means clustering algorithm. Display final results and Stop the procedure. Apply PCA algorithm on89
selected feature. The papering flow of ”PCA on selected data” is explained by flowchart shown in figure ??. IV.90

6 Input91

7 RESULT ANALYSIS92

8 CONCLUSION93

The Arial data contains date periodically observed with parameters of texture (min, max), flora, and density (min,94
max).Farmer needs timely and accurate Arial data. In order to achieve this, data should be continuously recorded95
from stations that are properly identified, manned by trained staff or automated with regular maintenance, in96
good papering order and secure from tampering. The stations should also have a long history and not be prone to97
relocation. The collection and archiving of Arial data is important for the input information because it provides98
an economic benefit but the local/national economic needs are not as dependent on high data quality as is the99
Arial risk market. In this study, it was found that the data mining tools could enable experts to predict Arial100
with satisfying accuracy using as input the Arial parameters of previous years. The Kmeans clustering and PCA101
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algorithms are suggested and tested for period of 11 years with multiple features to early prediction of Arial for102
agriculture applications. 1 2
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